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Evil Eye Bracelet For Baby Is Quickly Moving Up The
Ranks on Amazon.com
M Marketing April 02, 2015

Fortis Productionâ€™s Evil Eye Bracelet For Baby on Amazon.com is quickly
moving up the category rankings and is currently ranked #3 in the subcategory
â€œNursery Keepsakesâ€ .

(Newswire.net -- April 2, 2015) Manalapan, NJ -- Fortis Production’s evil eye bracelet for
baby is really making it’smark on Amazon.com as it quickly moves up the Amazon Best
Seller Rankings in the Home Décor category. This unique 3 piece amulet set is currently
ranked in the #3 position in the subcategory of “Nursery Keepsakes”. This is a very difficult
task to get such high ranking within such a competitive marketplace, but it comes to no

surprise due to the unique design and packaging along with several positive reviews although the product is fairly new
to them marketplace.

 

The ranking system on Amazon.comis rather unique and very valuable to interested buyers. The ranking system ranks
products based on a variety of different factors such as quantity of sales, product satisfaction as well as seller
performance. Then the data from those different factors are combinedto determine the rankings of certain products in
the marketplace. These Amazon rankings help buyers make better buying decisions so they can make sure they are
getting specifically what they need or want.

 

“We are very excited on how quickly our rankings are improving especially since this product is very new to the
marketplace. We worked hard to esure that our evil eye bracelet for baby was unique and came in a great gift set
perfect for baby showers and other occasions.” Says Vitaly, a company representative from Fortis Productions.

 

The evil eye bracelet for baby is already ranking in some stellar reviews.

 

“This amulet set is beautiful. I bought it for my sister for her baby shower gift and I know she will love it. The safety pin
is perfect for the baby stroller and the other bracelets she will probably wear herself.“Said Jennifer, a happy customer.

 

Some of the characteristics of this amulet set is that it is a 3 piece set. It comes with Golden safety pin with lucky
charm pendants and evil eye pendant, Kabbalah red string of fate bracelet and blue evil eye protection bracelet. The
set is packaged in a nice gift box, easy for gift giving. 
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